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ABS1'I0\C1~ OF A GENERALIZATION OF LUCAS' TI-IEOREM 
TO ENTIRE FUNCTIONS 
by 
Timothy P. Lo 
This paper is a report of some .. work of Morris. Marden 
which may be found in his papers (1) On the Zeros of the 
' . 
Derivative of an Entire Function, (2) On the Derivative 
of an Entire Function, and (3) On the Zeros.of Rational· 
Functions Having Prescribed Poles, with Applications to 
the Derivative .of an Entire Function of- Finite Genre. 
. ....... 
. - ' ... :- ,. 
In chapter I I, there are two proofs of a representa- .... _ -··· ·--------- . 
- tien for the derivative· of an entire function. · The first -------·-·--·--- . - - --------------- )' 
.r•.--1 . proof. uses the Re~ldue Theorem ~ith a restriction _on the 
.. 
trowth of· the zer0s of. the function. · The secand preof, ' l . 
. 
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CHAPTER Io Introduction 
Lucas' Theorem states that the zeros of the deriva-
tive of a polynomial f lie in the convex hull of the 
zeros of f. Recently, Lucas' and Rolle's theorems have 
been generalized by Morris Marden to include certain 
' transcendental entire functions. The purpose of this· 
2 
thesis is to present in detail the work of Professor·. -·. -c-·- -.~-- --
Marden, and my intent·is ·~o·expound the generalizati~n~ 
A- polynomial is _determine.d by.its zeros uniquel-y. up. . - -- - .· -. " . 
to a censtant multiplier, whereas an· entire function .. is.· · :· · 
determtned·by.its zeros·up to-i multiplie~ whi~h is·~ 
. . · i tsel~_ ·'. an enti~e function.· In the c~se of· pelynomi-a-1-s- -----: --------·-:: · _ ... ~----- ,. -
1 
- ------· . ------- --
I 




• . . . ,. 
~ the derivative, · but in the -ca~e · of entire fu~ctions,. _the . j 
• I /' fl I multiplier does 0bvieusly · affect -.these zeros. Ac:~o·rdi:ilg :. · ....... ~ · 1 
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Q ( z) is an entire function, and 
G(z/zj,p) 
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Hadamard [ 2] ' Q(z) • polynomial . and 1S a 
., 
'-, • I 
2· ( 1. 3).· Q(z) .. 
~+-c zq = .. -c·. + c1 z + c2z + 0 ..... ' 0 . .. q . . , 
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... .. _ 
-------- - with q ~ [ p] . and t p ~ [ p] where the symbol [ p] ·- stands 
·-~- for the largest integer-not exceeding p 0 ' 
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Thus f' depends on the zeros zj of f and also 
the parameters c1 , c 2 , .. "' cq of f. 
The attempts to extend Lucas' Theorem to entire 
functions seem to be restricted to cases obtained by 
specializing the order p or the parameters c1 , c 2 , .•. , 
cq. Laguerre [3] established its validity for real 
entire functions .of order O or 1 having only real 
' zeros. Poly a [ 4] ex.tended the result . te en tire funct.ians 
f 
~- f of the ·form 
... 
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are real ·constants· with ---a--~-o.·· • Alse Cesars [5] 
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validat~d it fer ~ntire functians ef canonical product-
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Porter [ 6] then : 
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As regards Lucas' Theorem for arbitrary entire func-
tions, the only result appears to be that due to Porter 
[7] establishing its validity for entire functions of 
order p = Oo 
In chapter II, we shall establish a new representa-
tion for the derivative of an entire function of finite 
ordero This representation involves some parameters 
unlike the c. 
J 
in (lo3). The parameters have some 
relevancy to the -investigation of the zeros of f'. Two 
proofs will be presented an~ som~ remarks will be made~ 
After -we have the- representation of f ' · we ·shall· , 
apply it. in· chapter. I I I to ,prov~ the Laguerre-.Borel ' . 
J 
theorem in· a sirnple.·manner~ 
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CHAPTER II. A Representation for tl1e Derivative of an 
Entire Ftinction 
Theorem (2.1) Let f be an entire function of finite 
order p with distinct zeros z0 , z1 , ... , of multi-
plicity m0 , m1 , ... respectively and 
0 = fzof < fz1I ~ lz2I ~ oeeo Let f' , the derivative 
of £ , have at least n ~ [p] distinct zeros, denoted 
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by c1, c2, ..• , Cn such that Ck+ zj for each k and 
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(2.2) R > 2 max { j z I , 1 s l I , 1 s z I , · · • , 1 s n I } · 
Since we want f(Rei 8) + 0, let us choose R so that 
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_-·- •-- .--_ •·_ > Q. E • ·p ."··. ·---- -.. -----_- .. -.. ~. , 
'. . ... ·~ -. ·-: . . . : . : 
. . · ..... -... · .-: ,,,r; ,.,_ .•... , ·'I' ,. 1>' .,., •. 
. . . \ 
~::····· ." :::-·.·:''.:: :: -
. ' .. ·_·:'\- . . . 
. ;v .. 
---~ 
. . b ·. '... . 
.·. ,· ,- .. • . 
' 
'-------------'--------------.----------_ -.,,~ ____ :__~~-- ---------------
--· ·---··"·-······ ··-~ 
• C.\; • 
~: - - - ~ . -- - =-- -- _.- ;;;;_....=::;;. _____ ==-~~ 
-u== 
·-· _, _____ ,;:: ____ -·--'-----·----··----··- ------ --
. - - ,· .. ·, .. - - ... - .. -:::::::7:~---·--·.. . ----.· _--- .--
----..... 
\ 
; --=-r;-.-~_;.-,~--.. ---;p-:,,-s::a, -· " 
. ' ' 
·----~ .. ~--"--·--.·. 
-
- .. ·- ... -
•• ax 
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Corollary: Let f be an entire function of finite order 
p, with simple zeros at z1 , z 2 , .,. and O</z1 /~/z 2 /~ •••• Let f' 
' 
the derivative of f 
' 
11ave at least n ? [ P] 




, ... , tn' 
Then for any finite z f z . ' J j = 1, 2, • • 0 and 
. ·"-...,_ 
-- --- •-,.· -- -~ .. -. •- - -~· ....... ·-"~' ""'-" '"--""- • -~··,c. ' 
• f • c z) = f c z) . II c z - z ~ r ~ c L1 . 
,··,.~'II", , , ; l. ' J r, J / 
- ---·~- . ;. 
i'" • • - ) 
'.~ ., . '\ 
- .. - ..... 'r . . .. ·- ;- ft ~. _,.., ·--· 
' . 
··-
The restriction in Theorem (2.1) that the zeros 
_). ~ 
··-- pessess a certain growth. prope:t.ty'~Will be removed by the --'-···-·-··,~- ....... -...... --"-----:-->--"~-'"1~~-- -~ . 
establishment of the following theorems. Several pre-
·, 
.... ~- - -- ......... __ -··· ·-
--. ---- -~--
.. -- .. 
liminary theorems will be stated without.proof,· The 
proofs of these theorems are in [8]. 
. --·---------···------- ···--··· -
Theorem (2.2). If are any p distinct· 




-- - --- - --- - ----- ------·-·---- --- ------------
---.-~--
·-----· 
~-··~---~-' - .. ,.,,,,," 
---- - ___ L.::_· __ ...:..::.....:. ___ ----·--·-------
·-------------
- ·p-1 , . n m. 
·_ ·. (2 .10) · 1/J (z) = ·}: A.zJ. +_ }: J , 
·-· ', n . . . . O J j ·o·· .... z .- z ... · . . ·------··-·------· 
. . ~ . ··-···-·-·--····-··"'···'1-=· . -~~· ·-· ·--·-····----.- .... ----· -= . J 
' ' ., • 1 " I 
--~,------. --·---- ---··-· 
.. ' 
' ~ ·.,, .. 
.. -:·--. ~ .... ___ ·,. "'--- ·:~-- _:..__·,.,.~--r-~---·-- -~·- - ---··-- -
_. __ -· -~- - -· --
-- _-a, - __'..._~ -- ------ •.• _. ·--::- --------·--,------:-------·..;...._----- ·- • 
:P> 
... •' .. 
~-~ ~-~-
-·-~--~--- .. w"11ere the· Aj -~ are arb iti-ary. cemplex num'bers ,_-·t11e -mj " ~ire 
. 'r_"--;_- -_--·-- .. -;-:.:,-:-:. '• ,_ ~- . . 
'• 
. ---·---
~.. . . 
· · ·also complex numbers, -and -the z. are points· in a regIQ:ii 
. ~~~-~-,----- ' ·~·--,-·-'-··:--·--.·-.. -, :. ' !' ' J ...... _ .. , ... 
······-···-:·-· . '· . . . . ... : .... , . . • . c.:: .. :.:-·-~·.:·.-:c··~··::c-··· ..... _....... : , .................... . 
- -,-,-------'-·---- --
. ...... .... 
, ,,. . . 'tr 
' . 
'' ' 
I• •••, , •• •·: -•• ' 
, 1 •. 
P · · ·····, . . . n · - · m . . . 
1/J .f z J ;;:· ·· Tf Cz;; • - zJ • l . c ·_·. ·- . ) ( · · ~. . .. c .• . . . · .· J 
·: . n .. . · .. =. l J , : . .~ ~o ,, ..... z ~. z:: -. · . .· z; l - z .~ · ~ "Q Q , ~ z ·.. . 
. J. . .. J.·.· ..... j. ... J. . p J 
. : Jl 
(2 .11)-
' 
. . . . 
't '! . j ,• 
• • -r"• 
' .. ; ... -, ....... , 
' ' 
.-.. • j • ,•, ••• _. ..... .-, .. ,•,:,•,.,•,.,:,.,, •. ,,,.,,,.,,-, .• _ .. , ......... ,, •. , •• , •• , 
. ,., , ......... ,•· · .• , , .• , •. ,.; •. , ,·,. ,, .:, .. , •. _,•,.,··-r'• · .•• ;. •• · .•, ;,, .••.•.• ,•,.,..-.w.,•,:1•,,,-..-:1•.--,.,,.,.., .... :~'"''··'";,'..,_. • ......,,..,~.,,,.,.,,""'~'""'....-. ... :i"·''',V•·;,,~'."l'. ':~ ,,,~,· • .-, ; ·1 ·''· · . . · .. · :· 
- -- - .. - . 
- --- .... - ~····-· ---· .... 
' ' ::·.: ...... :.,,.,.,.., ",' ,' ,: ,,,,.,·,, - ·- - . -
' ' ' ',' ,, ' -~ ~.---' - - ·c-· - -- ·- ·----~--- .......... --· - -· .... ·•· ·---- ... -~---' ,__;, ·-··---· -, -·-·· ~:::.:::.:.-:_.4-,-·- '.~_:__ __ ~ -~-~-... - --~-· ' .. -·.'( -·. ·. - -- • ,·-- .,, ·-;c·- ~--.. - .... ,. .. .. .- -
····-···· -----
. ----. - ., 




··(·--·····-····-·,- •••• , __ ,__ -· ....... '·.·--~ ""~ c-
. N' • • 






Theorem (2o3). If 
~l' 'z' · ··, ~p+l are any p+l 
distinct zeros 0£ the function defined by (2al0), then 
n rn. 
j I 1 C s i - i j 'J Cs z -z j t ,. , c s P + i :. z j J - o • 
~ ::-:~--"' ; .. :;:;.:: _:_; __ .::,• -~'- ;:- . -,- - --· ·-' -. ·, -- - :: __ , - _. ' .. - ~ 
Theorem (2.4). Let .,.., ... 
- -.~ mo· (2.13) · cf,(z) =· z-z + 
o. 




"'' ._: -· _.., • - ,·. ,. 
- . - ..• 
- -
---- ... ~ ,,....,__ .. _._':'4"!>-e!-:-:---'-'" ..,-..,..__,_, .... _... • ·~- '-··-· - .. .. - ,. • - .. - -_ ... -
: t-
'!.;._,; ~ ~ ' .. ---~-~~.------·--~.~~--·'"Wiie!e q . ~ .. p: --- Let·.. R ~be. the ."closure of~ a. bounded open . 
\ 
... 
-. --. :;,·-·- --~ 
. '-. . set and cont aill · no po 1 es -of .. - 4> ( z) • ·. L ~ t ·. I'; 1 , I; 2 , . • • ,· t . l;p . _ __ .... · ..... 
lie in· the interior of R: .where r;i f ., l';j" if · i f j,. .-- -·---.-- ···-
____ ... _- ---···--·-·- -.--- ·--- -···- -- ---- _. 
------~- . -------------· -
Then at;.any point~ z. ef R, ~ 
,' ..... 
. . . 
~-
t. 
. ..;:. ~ :· .... ·' ; . . ' 
. . . p : # co _ 
· m-~- _ 
· - -(2 ~ 14_) . cf> ( z) =. --JT·· ~· (t. ·.;.,·z). . -~ ·. · . I . • • • 1 • ' • •• • • : -·-_.,,,,.,.,,. 
_________________________ -k= · _ k.· ___ ·-= _ -_ (~-z.) (~1 ~ z. • •• (r; --~ z .. ) _, .. :.-:--:..:.--~-;:::_~~:>.:. ·• -.::_~-. . ... _. :-=- ~ ·~-:-'.._.--.-;-:-·.--.. -:---•. -------· - - ------- ---- . 1.-.. . .. ___ _-_J O .. J ______ J ---P-----J . . '. . ;.. . . 
~ . 
-. _ .... - --~-----;-.. -.-.--. . ' . . . . . . . .· 
-·.. • .. 






·• ---••-· ,_._ __ , ____ .. - ..... --. ---- - ·- ----¥-- -•- - -- ----• -- - -----·-··-·-·------ - ·•----·•···•···•--·-----I-------·--
- - - - . --- - --- ---···----- ~~ -....:...!----...,.....--- . ----- -- -·· -- . --- ... - - ... ---
,·which · is_ a~solu.tely and .. uni.f(?rmly- .canve.~g~n.t. i:p.- ;. R pro . .,._ . .. , . . ,. 
.. 
. 
7. . ,• ' 





. - --=-=·· =--=-___:__------'~--,,----~~-----~-
.. 
•, . -------:--~- ----·----· -
, .,-· . . .- 1: -:-:-~-. -: . . . 
- . 
. 
. . . . .. . . . . . 
. ·. . . . . ~ . .; ..... : . ;~.. . ~ . ', _. 
- -·- --- ::. . . -- ..• -•-.·-· - ., ... _ .. _-~ .... -··~-·-; - ---- _..,..... --· .. :·· 
.... -- .... , .... -.--:~~ ·-.. - .. 
·. ·,. ... . ... . ~ . "' -
. _, .. ~-!·~---~----::-'." _J_---'--.:.-··· .. -·-.. ,···~·--·' ~ . _,. ____ , ___ 1·.::.-:... _______ .~.:.,. :.::. -· - .• ·------- • '. - :. ____ -· - : . __ ·_::. __ ~_ ~- - -- . . . ' . -~ _,,. •- •-. . 
--~ .. _.::-=:---:--:'··-· 
. . .... 
~~~ ---00--c_ .--c-..•• ·. _---· ---· ---· ---------,----_ ---
,-
- .. - . ._. . 
.. -----~-~---'----·--·-· --'--~='-"-~~,,,,,,~,--0,,-... ---'"· -(-2 .ls)' . ----------------'-·-.cc-ccc=.:.: ::,_, •. :=.:c .. c :::.c-:-:·:·t·: •· :.J.Il - z :l1 .. - . .. : C 
- ."-c ~~-- -~=----(--= ~:,,,-,,>C,,,,,io,:•,•,,·.·, •... 
- .. . ' .. ' .. ·: ·. .. . . . . J. . .. , . 
. · . ' 
'' ·-··-· 
I -. . _,, conyeJ9ges 'o . 
r . 
. ., 
. . . !, . 
.· .. , : ;. : ·. -





:.·-~ .. .'-'·_ ·:. ---. : -_._. ~> .... . 
.•. ,· . ~ - .','- . . .... . . . .. - ;fr • 
. • . 
. -~--- . __ ·_ ·,~·._,._ · •.. _-·- .. ~----. -.··- ·-·-- ·--------·-··· 
. . ' . - - . . . . - - '__:__·_=..::-~.:.:::.:.::.-.-:--, ...... -·~---,.-'.------~-----···--- .. -·-·-··-------· 
. 1·: •• "'"•··-.'.-···--:-·•'.•'._.,,._: .• •-•--••• - ----•--•- • • -- ·- ~·.:_ __ __:: ___ • ,. ---- - ~--- - ~ 
>L _. 
. - ·- --·- -•-· -
••, 
... 
. . . 
. '""· \,.'. ·-
I •; ·- -- "' 
• I 
,•M'-,rn . . ·-· ----~-~ ; p I j ..__ 
J ... :.:_ 
• 
_;;: - , ... - ,.._ @ ... "":" 
Proof: Let $n(z) be defined by (2ol0); hence, by 
Theorem (2e2)~ ~n(z) has -the form (Zall) o It is-to be 
proved that_.for any positive E, one can find an N > 0 
such that ,~cz) - ~n(z)J < 'E for all z. in R if 
n ~ No 
Since <P(z) has· an infinit~·number of poles· z. 
J 
16 
and the poles.cannot acc~mulate·at any.finite point,,they_ 
can be arra!lged in an -i-nf ini te -.. sequence such tha. t 
' ' l .. 
I ' , ...... . 
. . 
- -·-----~------------ ·-- --·-~ - -·-. - . -




. . ' 
- --·. -·~v .,- . 
.---__... --~----------__:_~--- ·_ .. -~ ~ 'L..._.:~ .. -·.--....:.-:··~-~-;~~~::..~-:~·;::"..::::!=-~~~---~;::.=~ --. _____ _,,. __ ...,.._,,....._... .. ~------·~----~- .. --~ .... :-·- ............. '--. 
' 
· where • . z • + - co ·. .. as . J : + .oo .• 3 
• 
· . · · ----- · · · · Notic:e .. t~a:t: .. the_ f.unctipn · -------------· ·-· . - ~ ·--- ~-·--· ~- .. ----------~---------------·-----·:-·· .- •--.- -- .. -- - - -.. · 
. 
. ".·· : . . . · .. ' .. 
-- ~-.------.----~-~-.-_ __:~.. --"""':j -'::-t·-~- ··-~---.::....::.~----;,:: _ _.~----.................... -~ ~ . 
) . \• . ' 
.- . . 
-- l ' • ' • 
.. 
... _m_0. p-1··· • n. • 
· , · · • · ·c ,r = + .··. I . · · A . z 1 . : + : ·· I . m • r 1 · ·. · + ~ n · .. z --· z O j = 0 . . J .. - .. _j :;; 0 ·: J - z - z J 
·' 
q -1-· k ~ z ' 
.. I..: . k+l]. k=O · z • - .· 
. J . 
I • •' 
. . . ,· 
,. 
-~--:-·. '-...-~---··· .. · 
-··· ~-·-,·-. -~ ·,-:-:-:::.:-:::-=.:· :..:~~ '.- :---- :_· __ ···.:: ___ :....:_ 
..... --···---··.. . . -- - - -· --··- ., ·- -- . ··--··---.:... .. __ ,._..,_ ................... _; .... ~"---~---~-· .. , .......... ~--.. ~- ... --~ .. - .... "-"'·-~ . -·--· - --~-·--... --.. ~·-
' · . cenverges··-~·ab-soiut~e-·iy- .. ai,.d .. u~if·e.rmly.~_in .. R ta ~he- mero~erphic 
. 
. . . >'~ . 
. 
~-func ti_en cj>(z) .. de~ined- by (~1-13)· as n~+ 00 · provided'._the - ---·----- - -- . ----·-----~-"'--·---------· 
' . 
,1 . • ' . 
. .. 




-- --- - ---- --~ -~---=-------~·- --- ,, 




. . ~.:: __ ---------~--applying . We ie.rsc~:ra..ss. ·M-- te,_st. : .• T~is ;-,preef. -~~OW$. ·that: ·if-··· · .. - -,< ;,o.~~·s·:~,·,,:~_::.~~-· ..•. 
. 
~---·--·~------- - - ----·----- -------------- -~--------------~--------
. m . ------------------------ ----------····-·· -_--------------·._ . ·. --~~--,-·- : 0 · .... .. ---- ·- · · 
· - ' · 
:··:·=····:-·:::.:.··--:-,·.::,.., :cc:cc=: .. :-:-.. ::.:::.:.:....c:c. . 
...... z·Zo. is·added,to:equatien;·;(2~1~)-_~cl.j_f ~r···isrepl&Ced by 
1.·. 
n . m . ~ 
. . . - k .,, '· -
• . [ A j + I · j + 1. 1 · for j = 1 , 2 , • • • , p -: ~ , 






' - ,·--·-:,_ 
· __ •- ••-•• - -s•s 
(2.2)remains valid. 
r_P (n) P ";, are any 
I 
Consequently, if 
distinct zeros of 
17 
S1 (n)' S2 (n)' 
cpn (z), then 
P ( J . n m. 
(2.16) <ti (i)·= Tf(l;; · n -z) l () · J. (), · , 
n k=l k j=O (z-ij)(s 1 n -zj).,,(l;p .n -zj) · 
Let ru be a sequence such that O < ru <. lz~I for 
u = . 1 , 2, •• o with r + oo 
u as u + m. Thus ru = A lzul 
. 
- - - --·--- . . 
where O < ·A-< 1. Let Cu = .Cu(O~ru)- be. a ~circle with 
u sufficiently large that Cu contains R .. and 
. ,_ - .. -.. ~ ··Y,, --....:--:-~ ............. - 'i-'"" -., - --.J,.,_..~.;\ ~-..... -......... ,...... ....... ~- - _ _,.....,_ ...... -- -..,-~. -- .... --- --·---- -- -··¥ . --- . .« ....... - '>!"' .. _,.._ __ ._ ,.,.,._._,.., ~- ..;,r-~---- .... --~----.__.. ..--: ...... ----~. -·"·--!·-·- ,.":_., ... ..---------- ~-........... --,,p,,-·-+.~- -~--",;,--,.,.-~ ... --,-'---·- i.,·~---.-y>~-. _,,__,_,,.,._,_,..._......,.... ____ ....,~-ii,,....,..-_....,.~--€-·_,_· 
-.n . . 
(2 .. 17) 
.l 
J=u 




. . . p+ 1· ~ . 




. -·.,<_ ' _.,, 
. . . . 
·-
I • 
for a.11 · n ?' u. Inequality .(2 .17} is valid due to the .· 
conve~gence of __ the series (2.15)·. · 
.......... 
. . . . 
•. 1.··.; __ . __ ----
-· ''. -. :-·····- .. --- --.·- .;·~,:.~- -
. ' .. ·-
. . 
.. . e,=J 
there exists N1 ? u- such tha~~ 
~ . -· _, 
- - --- -- ~ - - - - --- - - - ---
- -/-
- - ..I • --- - •• • - • - ._ : .-- -1- • - - . - _. - -- ., 
'· . ' 
. I 
.... (2· ~-1-8) : 
. -·· . ' . ' 
- ... :.·-..... -:- __ -,_,_·_ ----'-· - ~ - - - ..... - ' ..- - - -= .::_..: . ---:-·- :-· 
- .. · .... --·-------- - - ··-,-- ..... ,i. .' . 






·, . ~ •. .· .. ~. 
-.,· --,--··_;:;:.-:c ,.a.-c.cc~,.-.-.:~.-- , .• :: 
. --~-· "·'. --. -· '. ~--,-,.,. ... _ - -···-- ~--·-- ------
.. 
.. ·-··;; .. ··~·-·- . 
... .- . 
----------------. - ... 
..... . 
·- = II 
. :·---_' ---_ :. ____ - _· ---."- -------·-·.-:--:-...:;-~--c....,....c...__;__, ___ . __ 
~ -·. _,·---
--
.. --·-· ·········.-·· 
' 
- --·-.--• --- ~- ~- ... 
"' 
. 
• and r -n r. ¢ for f Then by I-Iurwi tz' Theorem, == l J . 1 ] 
tl1e re exists N2 > Nl such that ¢ ( z) - n 
a zero c; (n) provided that n > N2. k -
p l; - z p s (n)·.:.z 
Let 1T 1< 1T k T. --J k=l sk - zj k=l 
~k 
(n) 
- z . 







Let the ~k be taken so\small that 
ooo~ U-:-1, where M = max- u- ~ ~ mj , - _ I - , . z. j.=O. · z-- zj ~-
J 
11as . each rk 1n 
u-1 m. T. 
I J J crl -
' z-z. j=O J 
in. R. Thus 
-
- -· ·- .. - -· 
18 
,. . 
. . .. -". - -~-" -
.... •. . - { 2 0 19)' - ----. . --- -. - -I - -- -, ~ - ----£ --01. < 3, ~---------------~ 





for all z in- R and n ~ N2• 
..,' .... 
,. -_ ·I z .... -~- ,_ I < -2.r · -
- --. . u 
-·: 
----- ·,- - . - .. ~-
' ' 
'~-·. . ., 
. I:·. - , - .... ·_,. .. : 
-~-· 
.:__• . ,,- - - • ; ).. ••. c;i., - - . ··- ;:_, --
- . "" ·- -. . - -~--··-- - - .-- ,,-
----.-' ,, 
' 
' • -• -~ • ---- --,--• -- •• __ ___;______._ -r- ----··· ;--• 
. --·-·-:.' -~-..,,:-~--- -
. . 
- -· -- - -· - ------· -
. . . . . . 
.. 
_________ : .... · -- .... " -.~ .... - -.'-:- ... __ ..__ -~·--- .-. 
·_ . . . ~ - . - . 
_ ·- ..... ,..,..,.,... ...... _ ;...._""-< .... ,~ r ... ~."!~;.-'"'r 1- ····, .~ •· -··'·,...:; ,-- •• 
. - ---:'..·---·--- .--·-- ------ ,- .---;-- __ ·-· ;, . -- ·-·- ------·,··----------
",-·, ............. . 
- . -- ~--- ---,-----• - -::·:... ::'. -----. ~:-· -~ 
.. -· 
_·. . ...... _---.--:-
-- ------=- - -- ____::_ _:_ - -------- - - --
-- -- -- - -- -- --·- -- . --·- ---------- --------
-- ·.-;~---. - -.. 
. :---;--: - . - . '. 
I z ~- z j · I ~ I ~j I - - .· · I Z I ·· -~ • J Z j I . - · ru . = · l zf J-_x I zuJ · ~ -( 1.:- ~) ·• · • 1 z j I ... ) . ·.• . 
f . 
' ' ,· 
~ .. 
- . ' -~ '. - '; ,·,, 
~- -. . - -
· · for· j .· = ·. u,· ·. tl+l1, •••• ···. H,nc:e, 
·' 
I 
I. . . 
. '-• -- - . .....,_ _______ . _..:....._ 
. >.. i 
-------------·-·---------------,--.-,-----,- ----.,~--.--------~ -~ ~. .. ·-, --- ,-. 
--- - --------··-=--·----






. - - --= .. ¥¥A- ~ -- &_,71 -·· - ---¥?:± 
f n1 . f 
(l - A~ I z . I 
J 
12- c; -z 
, TJ. I < I I l _k __ 
k=l k- 2 j 
p 
I + I IT 
k=l 





?k - zj 
,,.. (n) . ,,.. 
~k ' ~k 
..,., ;; ..... 
• are 1n 
Thus from (2.17), 
..... , · .... 
' . ., 
19 
R. 
-.. ·-- ---·.-- ··--· - . " --··. -·--- --- . -- ----- . "" -
- ,, 
.• _-·-,;---,,..,.- _ . ., :._ ";"--4""--·-- ····-,·· .. -$.,:-:: ,._.-,_~-,,-..".""-y"'lt<--,,,,-- - -· C,• 
.(2.20) 1°21 
--·- -=----
_,J • ·" •• 
z 1n R if 
·--.. 
n ~ N-. 2· 
. . . '. ' 
.... ~--~----·--L- ----- - • ~ .. --- .. 
-~ -- ,---· ____ ,.__ - ------
-- ......:.._: .!--- --=-~-· -- . _,. ~- -+ -------·---
- ' . ' -
-·,·-:>- "'- Fiilally, from (.2.18)t (2.19)~2.20) and the relation 





, , 4 , • ·- '" ~.._. --~~~=-~·~=-~"::~_·;;;.;_;.:..--::;~;::;;='..~~-;~i:7:7::t:=:·~~:~~"'~'."~..:.:~.-- --:~~- .. ·. 
--· __ , ·:.·-·' :· ·--=c· • ..c: . ... •-:'·._ c: • . ·.-c_ . .':c•cc.·::_ ... =c. =-:·· -:,,~·~:-": ··_ :-..;::.:•·::."_:.,.=,.:;;_~'.".""'."'":":":'~- ' .... :..' : .. --- .~:. : -cc.·-: '• _.'_' .. ·•. • ._·· :· .>·:· .. ~·.· -... '.:~--'.· ... . . - .. .:. :: .. c --:-_ , . 
-·-···-·.-:--~~=~-~-~~~:--~:-~·:;.-:~~::·_-~:·.i·.:~;~~-~-:-:-:=.::"",~~----··':--·-----·:·~---- -. .,. --· . -, ... -- - . --· .. - , ., ........ . 
~-- •. ,',~·· · . .,;· .. ,._.,_ __ .·-~--.-.· ....... ~.·--· - ·-~-·· ·• .... · - . 
. ..... ' . - -- ·- ·-·· ...... - - ·- -
I "',_ 
·~ I ct> c zJ . 
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By Theorem (2o4), since the right side of (la4) has 
the form of (2ol3), we conclude Theorem (2.1) without the 
restriction (2.S)ft 
Remarks: 
1. In [9], Marden has stated a.more general theorem than 
Theorem (Zol) of this thesis which allows a proof of a 
more_ general form of the L~guerre-Borel Theorem. However, 
there is a gap in- the proof which he is at the moment 
unable to fillo Fo! this reason~ we limit the discus ion 
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is an entire function. Hence, we conclude from Theorem 
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CHAPTER III. Application to Real Entire Function 
We shall observe the following result before we prove 
the Laguerre-Borel Theorem. 
Let z; 1 , z; 2 , ... , z;p + 1 be any p+ 1 zeros of the 
function ~(z) defined by equation (2.13). Then 
. 
•' 
··---~-- ...... ,,. ---. --- ~-·-·- ... , ... -,,; ..,._._...,~ .•. -
H, 
. 
'"'7. . ' " '-,~: 
', . __ ,. ..... 
·rhe equation. (3-•. 1) can be seen·.from (2·.14). Notice that 
the distinctness of the- zeros of t(z) i~ bei~g removed 
prov0ided no . r,;j occurs more efteri in (2.11) ~nd (1.12) 
,,_ .... ____ 1-,_ -· 
· , than its mu_l tiplici ty as a zero ef· ·. $. ( z) 
.,n, in Theorem 
:: .. · · ( 2 .• 2·) ~ ,. [ 12] -
' ' 
'--"'!. 
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Theorem (3ol)o Let f be a real entire function of 
finite order p having only real simple zeros { z . } I) 
J 
Let be n+l zeros of f' counting 
multiplicities such that Sn+l f Sj for j = 1, ... , n. 
Let R be a set consisting of one real zeros of f' 
chosen between each pair of adjacent real zeros of f. 
~en f' has at most n =. [p] zeros not belonging te 
R. 
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of It .. then clear that if there • extremum of ~lo 15 1S an 
f at must be odd. If·there .. inflection s1, ml 1S an 
point at C:1 ' then ml· must be eveno Thus f' has on 
I. an.odd number of zeros, counting multiplicitieso J 
Hence we may- assume that 
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So if f' had n+l zeros not 1n R, every tern1 of 
identity of have s an1e sign ivJ1 i ch 
implies that the S UlH could riot vanisl1, contraclicting tl1at 
the sum 1S zero o I-Ien ce f' has at most n zeros not 
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CHAPTER IV. Lccation of the Zeros of the Derivative 
( We shall apply the theorems of the previous chapters .. 
to determine the position of the zeros of the derivative 
of f in relation to the zeros of f. We assume that f 
is not a constant function and has at least one zero and 
that the zeros of f lie in a pointset T. 
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In the sequel, we shall use e (T) .. for the complement ..,. __ ., -
of in the finite complex plane E0 , H(T) for the 
hull of T, S(T~v) for the set of all points from 
. - ~-·; •. ---'-C< . ____ .,...,.. _____ ., c-··: 
which· T subtends an angle of at least v, where 
() ~ V .,S . 2 7T -and T for the closure of a set T.. . 
---=-· - ' .... •·.··-. -··"T' 
... ,• I I 
I 
. 1 
Defini tiOn; ·, Let 'A(T, z-0) be the"-a~gle subtended af z0 · .... . .- . . --ill .. 
. . 1.-..: 
l>y the set T; where. _z 0 e:E0 , and T <;: 13 0 • If.· T =· {z0 }t ' 
we define A(T, z0) = 2 'it. · ~et · ,V ( ~O, e J be __ an open _( infi:q}.!e) _._ . 
-· ' ------····-----· ·-,-------- - . 
__ .i._ ..••.. - -- . - "' -c-'~.----~-..+~ 





l • Let w = sup 0. T~en we define A{T, z0) = -~!1:':'1· __ -_!~-·-----~=~~~~~ ____ ,_ . 1 . ----····---···----·-····- ·---.. ~..: ___ _:_ .. -··--------- . ·-·---· _yq.T.;::q,,--------~~---~::-·-----------·· - -··- ·-------- -- -----~-=;--~ -·- . -~--. . --- . i -
... - - .. . ---· ___ :___ .- ~. .• ' 
.. ,_ . 
--- - - .. --. ···-:-· --,-
there dOes not exist • V · such that V (I 'f = cf>, ·. then defi11e~ ._.··.· ·•··•·. · ·.·.·. · 
. / 
' i. 
' 'b -- . I 
.. . . ·- .•. 
. . 
. . 
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• ·, I;/ 
; . 
I :-:-
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I n ., ·.·.,c.· '·.,.;-,---. -.. '."' ;_ ... ,., -,-
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. --- -·-...., 
............. ~- --=--- :-::=:s -





' ~ _- . 
Proof: Suppose z0EC[S(T,n)J. Then there exists some 
V(z0 , n-E) which contains T, so 
H(T) ~ H(T) ~ V(z0 , n-e:) 
.. '\ r' 
i 
Notice that if · z0e H (T) , then z0eT, for otherwise 
we could truncate V(z-0, n-e:) to get another convex set 
which contains r~ Then z - would not be in this 0 
truncated sect9r .and hence· z0 would not be in H(T). 
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suppose· · z0eT. Si:Q.ce · { z0 } + T, there exists · · -· _, ·:-··· 
that z1 + z0 ; clearly, (z1 ,z0) <;:. S(T,7r)_ • 
Therefore z0eS(T;'11"), a contradiction to ou·r hypothesis. 
Suppose.· z0 f T . but tliere exists · zn e T such· that 
•' ·,_-.·. 
~ 
Z · · + z.. . Then 
· n ·. · ·. 0 '"'. ... · , . 
. .. ' 
.4 
.. ··-- cc .... • . J· . _________ / ----~ -- - • 
· .·.···-···-··--,---.. ----.,~~--·-- ___ - -----~SO -,-if·- .. z.:_ ., .. --e>-( z-,·· -····.'1-- , .·. z ·) ,- ··t-hen· ~ .z -' ···+:- zo' • · · Tlius· -zores ( T, 'IT) , r.. · 
n · · n.:.~-- __ n _ n- - -
.. - - - •· --~·. ---- - .. - ' 
In any case, z0 , .... H"""'( ..... T, _J • · · I 
· · · - .. ·.···.· .. --·> · This. sheWs that H (TT S S (T, 1r) • .. 
' which is -~gain. a contradiction. 
.~ ·.. '~- . ·- ,'..' ' ' 
- . . - --·"··~---· ---~-- _, .... -·---· . •-" ~- ~, ... ·. .--, --- .. 
za. e eacrJ. 
---·---·-·. --.-···-"-----.--
C :On .. the other· hciI1d, ;:5uppose t.~.· .. -.. <S .. •.V···.(w0. , .. 1r~~J .. .... " . ' 
Then .. -- . ~"- •. ---· - ---- . ·. . 
' ~ 
-~'"''' 
r . • 
.· . ./• :· 
;--··~: .. : ' . ,-- --·t ' 
-
: . . .,- . . ,'. . . 
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. ;,1-· •· 
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"' ·'.' -. 
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;,-_ -~ . 
" . . -'~ - ,. 
where 
0 < p ( z O , lI ( T) ) = s 





.· Let K(z0 ,e:) be a circle centered at 




£, and let z*EK(z0 ,£)n H(T) • 
tangent line .to K(z0 ,e:) at 
. open half plane -determ-ined by· 






L be the 
P be the 
L \-which contains 
For if there exists 
z**e: P()H(TJ, then the line s~gment fz*, z**]CH(T) 
-
since· .H(T)- is- convex. However, : [~*.:, z:**] ·· interS'ects 
, . ~ 
.. 
the interior of K(z0 ,£). Th~n 
,- --
• 
L ___ .•.. _ ..... - -- ._______ 
l 
•Ill" ,·-·n.-c=c-.----,-=.- --· .. , ~~-I.-., ,~-•,·.- • • 
... _,,._-.,-., 
' • C ~ • • ' '; ' 
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. . .•....... .J 
V(-w,0 , 'IT-(S) · is a. closed convex -~_et contaJning 
· · > :- . _-_ .:_ ~ -~ ~ , :',['. ~- W.e: h ave " H( T) S: V (w O , 1r - cS J .. _ . Th e re fore _ _ · ···· .=.:..._-----,-,-,-~~...,.:...-.-"-----'.--:-----:-· -~--· -:--
• .. -~---·-- ·--·- ----8 ·, 
. 
_. ~--· -------·---;.··...:__ .. _--:-------------~-- . 
._ . ' ------ . ···--.~ ' 
. . . · ..... ·.· -·----- - .. -:-··· .. ·--- .-··:, - -
,·- ,•- -,-;-
" - ..... 
- •,_ • --~- •-~---• - -- •-- I -- ' -- • ... 
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.. "' .. ' 
' ., ':' 
' ,_. ·. ' ·., 
. .. . . . . 
,I,_ ;;L-_. ........ w'-·• :--· • ...;· .•.• ,:....._· -•••-'-•--•' 
.... -: 
-- - -· ---,--~-- '. 
. . l ·, ~ 
. ' . -
· ...... .... 
• .:, • ,·- .•• ·: __ -·~· »• •• • 
---- ··.• -~ .. ; . 
. • .1' ·--, 
" ~--
.. I 
S1 • -- _g I ~1g -- = 
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For any E zEK(z 0 , 1), we have A(W,z) < n. Clearly, 
A ( T , z ) < A ( H ( T ) , z ) < A ( iv , z ) < 7T o 
Then z~ S(T,n) so z0 ¢ S(T,u). This shows that 
S(T ,1rJ ~ H(T) for T <;" V(Wo, .n-.o). 
.~Q.E.D. 
.. """ . 
-• .,,.. C 
.. . . . Theorem (4.2).· Let f be an entire function of finite 
' 
order. ~ 
---- _....,._ ____ ;,.  ....,. ....... _..-·--"'"--y- •..,.-'- l- ~ which h~s ·all its- zeros.- z1 , z 2 , •.•. in a poin-t !: _.:,., ... _-_, __ .~ ,,.:;.-_.' •. . 
. 
set T· such·that .-&[S(T,1r)] + <f,. Then at most n·: 





the. derivative of. f, 
' - - ---- .. - - --·-·· ' - ... . 
- -. ,... -~ - . - . .i . --
. ····-~-· .. -~--·-··---~--- ·-· ... ,., 
_., ... _ .. _ ,· 
. ----
t • • ,,.: , 
Preof: ·:As.sume . en the-: contrary· that· £.• --··- possesses . n~-1:' 
. . . 
,- -
·. ' 
.- - ,.. ... 
. --- .. _., . Since - ·r - -- · -- ---_--- - -- ----
___ ---------
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_ _ di~-t~~~~ __ zeros. . ~ 1 , z; 2_!__~~--~~ -~-+-l-----~~1i __ - :X~ .-
- " ... ~ ~-, ... - .-.---·- -. - ...... ·--=_.::_____ __ . -
subtends. an _-angle less than_-. n;l _ ~t each 
() 
~K~ K· =--~-, 2, -. , 
. I 




- .::~::~-= ---•---_ -~---~~------·---~~~==~ ~:-•.: , n-+ l · and: since t~e-, ray. fr om 
. ; 
.'' --- -. , ~- ::- .. ---;-··-- -- ----
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. - -- .- ._L, . . 
.. -4 ............. ______ . 
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_, 
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... ' . ' ' . . 
. . 
------ - _______ i____________ 
-- ----- --- r;_K · ~ ~ K .. 
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"c_' 1 · 1 · •. -
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SN - mlal·, + m2a2:· -
S· 
·h +.; 0 + SN, then 















lie in the sector 
. .-, __ .,. __ _,. __ -,,, .. , 
-. '-. 
mNGN·· 
- . . ..•.. - ~- '--·· - . 
+ o. Let N -+ 00. Since 
s 
OC) € B •. ... In any case, if 
- -· 
we mqltiply the left side of (3.1) by:the product' 
... 
- ', 
- . ·-· -----· ... , ,. 
which is·_-.a cont.radiction. Hence at mo.st n · . zeros--: Q~f· 
, 
''!W 
f 1 ··1ie-in X as· -asserted. 
.... ·-. 
Q.E.Il. ·. 
- ______ __,_..___ ____ ~--~----
.. . 
. Corollary: (A Generalization of- Lµcas ,., Theorem te·Trans- . 
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Proof: Since [pJ = 0, by Theorem (4a2), no zero of f' 
.... 
lies in ~[S(T,TT)]o Tl1us all tJ1e zeros of f' lie in 
S(T,1r) ~ scr s7T) = Herr provided that TS VCwo, 7T-0), 
as was proved in Theorem (4.al). 
Clearly, for any convex·hull which contains all the 
zeros of a polynomial also contains the zeros of the 
derivative since the order of a polynomial is always. O~ 





[ (z.,ki) 1.12], f (z) · is an.-entire function· cos 
. ,,' . . . . 
- - - - -~ 
8f erder Iii and· h_aS its zeros in. the semi-infinite strip 
···· .... Re (z) ~ 8 and O ~ Im (z}, ~ p. Then the derivative of 
f has 'all the zeres · lyipg in the same. s-trip by the above 
' 
i,( --· : ·""' , 
• ~n 
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CHAPTER V. Applications to Special Sets 
§1. We shall consider entire functions with only a finite 
number of zeros on a line segment T, which for conven-
ience we take as the portion of tl1e real axis -a~Re (zJs~, 
a > 0 o 
Theorem (S.1) Let f(z) = P(z)eQ(z} be an entire 
function, where P(z). and Q(z) are polynomials·and 
deg Q(z) = no If f(z) has -all its zeros on the line~ 
segment -aSRe(z)~a, a> O, of the real axis, then f'(z) 
has ·.at· most n zeros simultaneously exterior. to both of· 
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.. . . '. ·····- - . 
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·- · · Proe:f: Consider a, line segment · BC in, E0 which has O ·. · 
.. 
·. point eutside Bc· such -that· the angle :subt·ende4 .at -z · 
. ·. . - . , -
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By using the cosine law and sine law, we have 
cos w -
• s1n w 
BZ 2 + cz 2 BC 2 
2 (BZ) (CZ) 
2ad 
(BZ) (CZ) 
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'Iii' r • ' 
-#.J" 
. ~ i.,; (d-if c:e,i ,wJ- 2 = 2 2 
-a CS·C·. W. 
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(5~1) together with Theorem (4.2) prove that f' has 
at most n zeros exterior to the circle 
Theorem (5o2) If f is chosen as in Theorem (5.1) and 
if all zeros lie on the disk lzl ~ a(a>O), then f' has 
at most n zeros in the ·domain 
\, 
.. 
The result is immediate from Theorem (4.2). If n 
. · ·is.zero the theorem reduces to Lucas' Theorem. ----·--- ·--_ _..,. __ ...., .. ......,., ., __ _ --«-------·---··------"''"' " . , 
"· .. '-, . __ , ______ . - ,-.-•'"· 
\"\ . § 2-... ~ In. this section, we shall consider entire functions . 
; ... --··--'--•--+--......,...,-- •.;...•r,• 
• 
-a, .. :..---~-... -----,..-~~-P~ with· ari infinite 'number of zeros. We · shall make different ....... ·-
--- . . .... 
selections of unbounded domains-for T.-i 
.. ·-·--·-----! :.. .. -_ ·-· 
.--
\ .. - . . ~. 
·(1) (·.- - - -- -., ··- -Let T· be a ray emlnati~g.from s~~e·finite point 
zb.: For conv~ni~nce,_let us choose_ z0 = 0 and r. as 
• 
- . . • .. . . 
.. , 
_ 
.. . . . 
_ . I 
__ • C ..• _· , 
_: ---- 1T· ; - : . C _ --
_ 
_ <. _ . , ·. .•.. • :, -.c .:,,--_~ _: :-~:~"';::.;,;~:;_ .--"f!¢c,Z:. -~-:..o=,-,c-;c=--·,-c , ---.. ,::::;,,A~·~~:;~~~'"'~~~~~i~·;::~~,:~11~~;.:~~t:h:e--,-positi v:e real axis. . T·heii. -·scr-~-~+1) --- is·, the sec·tot: . ' ' ' ' ~ . 
-- ---; ·- . -
- -_ 
- - - --·----
- --- ---
' 
. -- --·- ·----.-- --·-··--
- ~ .. . .. - .. : ··-_··-·:--_- .•. __ ._ : _--~::---: .. : ·---•- -···· --- - - - -- -- - -
. 





'. >·-·:. ~_.·,~-' "(i 
; ' '. ~ ;: '·.. ' . 
. . . .---· 
, .. , •. ,-,, 
. -... ·-- :-.· ··.,.,, .. . : ' 
' 
' 
' t. .:' ··:·u-_ .. ,': :., (·_; •' . ,, .• .-·- • -¥~ ,_,: •. ,·, ,• • 
... •., ··.;·.· 
. ,, . . . ' . ' ·. 
Thus· .from Theorem (4,~ 21- ,· we deduce_~_ . . 
------~--·-
----'----------'-'----·:.:. '. -:_· _. __ ' '· .• ....:;;..,_:,~::..l...:..~·.~ ~~---'---'--'-~ 
... -:. _:.·_:_ 
-- ·-
-··--···------------ .· . --• .. 
· ... -.--....... ···---: 
,••, .. . 
• ·--:." ,-, : __ -- --- ~.--;,-·· ··•-:---•.:..,;. ... :_____ .... ,_ r-:. ·:· • 
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' . \ 
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' . ; < _·-:.. . .. 
-····· ·:, ... -······~········; ..... ·'·.' .... ' .. 
h "J. ' 
.• ;·:·~· .. -· ' . 
,; ,., ... \ . 
..., ___ _ 
.. ~....... ' 
_,;.... ~ - .. u•• . 
··- . ' . 
,..-,.,, 
.. ---~'··~·-· .--·' ... ,- . , -'-I -•··•· 




Theorem (5.3) Suppose f is an entire function of finite 
order p having only positive real zerosa Then f' has 
at most n ~ [ P] zeros in the sector ja1·g(-z) l < .1T n+ 1 ' 
Proof: The complement of (So2) is 
. ' 
Theorem (4o2) gives the result immediately_. 
. . 
-- .... -~ ·-- ---------~--~----~-·--·----- """ ·--
----~------ --------- - ---- ------------·---··-
. . . -·· .. -· -···- ·-:-"---~-~- --·-Q ::E-~ lf~ .. --· ·- .-----·--·-· -·-- -- -. ' . 
;t_ -~ --
•••••. - -·· - ! -•-- .... -~ ... --
.. -~ - .. _.. .. 
,~---·"'--.., , __ ..... ~i,-,_ ..... -~ ,...,., .•• ,.. I, ,_.!Ii,.,,, --.---~---•···--···-·----t-,,.__,.,. " ..... _.,-,---,--. -•--- _:;,._ ... ··"'-
Let us consider an example: f(z) = eQ(z},z-l/Z sin(z~/i) 
. . . -.-,----
.-~-··-------- Where QCz) is a polynomial of degree n ~ 1 and the order 
of f(z) is p ~ 1. The zeros.of f(z) are easily fou~-
to·be 
. -., . ./ '.l:t. 
-·~ 
' 
h8:_s . a_t -mos·t .. - Q + 
• O e 0 
[P]·~-1 
. Then·by-Theo-rem (5.3), 
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e:Xceeding · n: 1 ·. ·· For. convenience, we choose 
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Theorem (5.4) Let f(z) be an entire function of finite 
order p, which has all its zeros in the sector 
farg zl 'IT 
<a< 2(n+l) ' ivi th n = [ p] o Then f' ( z) 
at most n zeros in the sector /arg(-z)/ < n:l - a, 
Proof: . The complement of.the sect0r larg zl S ~-a 
7r ' jarg(-z)I <ri+l -a •. 
. ' 
Thus· .Theorem ( 4. 2) g~ves. the d·esired· result.· 
has 
• 1S · 
' • __...... - .,,-.- .,-_ - r.:.,. -,- '"" ., .. , __ _,,.,....,.,"""" - '--:-, ....... --·~-..... - -. - - -,; - . __ , ·-. ~ ... - _ ... _. __ ... _ ··~ --·· ...... ___ .~ __ .,. ____ .... __ ,-,,--· ··- ___ ._._,,._._ ....... ~" ... -~- -~·-· ., . ~- . - . ' 
-----···· - -Q~ E ·• t,. 
'!II • 1,. ' 
-<t" - ~~-.. -·,...._.._..__~-· 
-•·•• ...... ~ .......... ..,,..:~.=,<·,p--~-.,-~-"-, -,"---•r..--~~- .,_....;.,, --, -.-.-,------~fi"n""..-- -.------~-...... •. - - ' • - _ _:_ ______ , -:--... ,.,.····P··· .. -;•••••a '<T 'keti ' • ,. 
:.·, ' ~' 
· Consider the. example f (z) = eQ(z} rr: C0S,. (e'".Zp z 112), 
1T 
a·< -
. . 4' where Q (~) k=-p is . a· pelynomial of d~gree· n- -~- 1 .. 
It is easily seen that the zeros of f (z) · are , 
.,,, ... ,,,.• ;,·;· . 
--·-· ' .. -· 
~· . 
... . ., - ,-.-,. .----............ ......,.-- ~ ·-·. -. 
. . . 
• .. .-. ' t ' • 
-·--·-- -----· -----·---'"·~---- ·-- ---------------- -----·~-···- ---~~--,:.:...·.~~ ····-
.. 
----- ---------:::---- ----- . ---. . . . . . - - - - - .. . -- -
' 
' ... :~~·-·-···~---·-··------ ·-,-..----------- ·--·- - ,. ---------"----·---·--····------ --··-· 
···--·· ······-----··-----. --.. --------·- -~--- .. ·~ 
----- --· . -
• 
an4 ._ the order of 
I' 
f_.,(z)- .· is p ~~ 1 . so n = [p] ~· 1~ 
. ., Thus· 
I . 
----- -- ---
. . . --~---~ ~------~-----·--~. -·--·- .-----·---
. --------~---- --~----..:...,._,, __ _:..:_:~-,-. -~~~~--,_, -:.-.~--• . -·. • ..... •-··•·-• '. •~·,. --:-,-;.-·· .:.· ...• ,. ..... . I.• • ..... _ ·.;····-·· , 
··-'. ,· -- -~ ,.-.··~-- . ·-, ' 
.· ".:. . 
l . • . (I- ... 
·. i · . 
. I 
j 
. . ·. . . \ ' " 
.· By ,TheereJ!l (5·.4):, ,the de:rivative .ef f (z) · .. has at mast· n, .• - •.• .'.. • r· -.---. - -- -' '• 
zeres in the secter larg(r.z)IF< n!i~- ~ . 
. . 
.. ·--·~·-···· --·-· ·-·······--··- - • -- -·- - •. ., ~----- -'ll- -~- ·,,~" • 
. - .~.· ..... · . 
r 
. ' ---~ .... -... - .. -··: .. 
_.., • • • -- ,. . ··1' -~-_:.' ·~---· - ·.·,. ' .• ·-----·· _:_y,.~-.. !··-···--·-· ·····-·- . ___ _,,..,.,.._ ..... ., .... ....__. ...... _.::t,____. _______ ......... • ... ........... i,---.-
. . -------- .- ,,·~--- ... ~ .. , .. .,_,, ___ , '"'""'-•' - -· 
. . ··-•·'· .. ·-----··~-······------.--··-----··· •--• .- _·-_.: ..... · ..... ,.,v·:-·· r--~~--~~~-,---·- .... w~---------· ,. -.. ·_ ---- '·--·:... ..... ' -·. ---. ,. -
. . 
\ . . 
- . ···.-:..· ....,.,,,_._~,_ .· .. - . ' 
~r, 
- - - - -~---- =-
(3) Finally, we shall study the case in which T . lS a 
semi-strip of width 2b. For convenience, we shall take 
the strip to be 
(5.3) /rm(z)/ ~ b, Re(z) ~a= b cot n:l' n = [p] > l. 
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Then T is the strip which subtends an angle greater 
\,\ 
n TI than or equal to n+l on; and an angle greater than n+I 
interior to, the circle 
---··-··---···-------- ·-· --~..---,-··--- , ___ __,;_ __ , ______ ..•. _______ ·-----------~--------....... __ 
-, - - --- •. -c ......... .,, --
.,.. 
- - - - - ' --- w - - • ,-- • ' • '<- r .,,. ~ - - ~ ,.~ 
'~ 
.. ._... ~--.···· ··-·· ------= .. -- 'r- ,l!,rl'~ -~-- .... - • ' • ·- :_· ye - ,··. 
The do~ain S(T,n!tl is the union of T, the closed. 
interior.of~ r, and the.sector 
·. 
...... __ l 
·' ... ! - . ·--J -, •. ., - ! . 
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.--. ... -- ~. . 
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. -- -------. ---- ····---·-·--.------ - ~- - . ____ ...... ,----~ .. -- <···-. ~ .......... -----·- ·- . ------··----·-·-··-- - ~ . . ... ----- ___ ..:._ __ ~-----------~-----.:____ _______ ~--------- ---------------~----·· ....... -- .. :'::"=.. ,. .• --~--- . . 
': ~- I' --. 
. . . 
· Theo rein (5. S) · .Let f {z} t,e an entire ftinc.tion of finite 
. --· ' .. _ .. _ -,. - .: '." 
. . 
order p ~ 1 having.all its zeros on the semi-infinite 
. ' 
----c-'--- ..c.,. · strip given by (5. 3), th.en at most, n ·:: [Pl Zeros· of ·~-····, 
-;- ·- -- -~~~--.-~ ;~ .. -: -·--~~~~_:.,.. __ ;_~-----.-----··-·-··-···· ' ..... - - . -- . . _: -~~:- -· . .. . ' ' . ' . . . .. 
\ .. · ...... ~ ... · · ··. f' ·. will lie.in the intersection·:()£ the sector.· .·. 
· J-ar. g_ c ~zJI ,<_·.·en·.· 'JT+·_ .. 1 )~. __ . · w. i_th the domain - I z J -> . b __ csc ·1r .• 
.. - ·(µf~) 
,. . . . .. 
. . - ' -- ---· . 
11 •· . 
,, 
.. ·- . 
. --~- . 
.' . 
• •· .. 11< ... ·. 
, 'I . ., 
' ' : . . . - ---- . 
___ MO_,. _________ .., ___________ --- _____ ........ .------~~~-~---··-- --·~ .. ----'··--· --~-~ ... 
-------- ~--· ~~ ~ ·_ ' . . .. - ,f ,->J:M, •• ~~- ·~ --~- •-··-~.,--,.••..--- ,~,--,..,,""::"--··~--~-,-·-..-~ ,,.-,,. .. ~·•••• 
_, 
' ''----,_ -··-· 
.. ·. ,..: : .. 
::- -.... • ·- ·---•• .-c - ,--~ I ii 
E 
-- ~~--- . --
• 
Consider the entire function f (z) of th.e form 
f (z) eQ(z) fr 
k=-p 
cos ( k .. )1/2 z- 1 -a 
where Q (z) is a polynomial of degree 
b = p. 
of f (z) 
It is easy to see that 
are in .the form 
.. 
z.= + a + ki .. 
[p] > I 
-
where 
n > 1 
. -
and 
and the zeros 
k = -p~ .... ' P, 
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· ni" = · 0 ,. ± 1 , ± 2 , . • . . 
'... . 
·--~----~--=--~=---· ~-=--'.":. 
·-----·-----------·-- ·- .,. 
The zeros thus lie .in-the semi-infinite strip 
-- - ':C •• -~-·,-;=-. .:..;..-~--:;,:1· 
. . ,.. - . __ :, . 
2 
> '1T 
·-a+ T • 
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' ; ,-
.. ' I. 
<· • 
I> • 
' ., - ,, ... ' . .--.,-' ... 
• ·- •. · s,, -... 
;· - . ;.,..- '-1. :If .. ,~' . 
Then by Theorem (5. 5) , · at most n. = U>J zero"s .. o_;(,,:,,.,,.~,,.··M1-·•· C. , 
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